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The Government welcomes the Committee's Report. It contains a number of constructive
suggestions which wUl improve the Bill in certam respects. The proposed legislation
necessarily has some novel features. It is useful to have a body, such as the Committee,
look at it from a fresh perspective. The Government accepts most, but not all of the
Committee's suggestions.

The Government does not accept the Committee's general criticism that the BU1 as
introduced is not "sound legislation" (Report, para 2.2.3), or that it departs unreasonably
from "traditional safeguard!" (2.2.4), or in the~extreme language the Report cites from one
witness "throws aside 200 years of criminal justice with fairness for theaccused" (2 2.6).
Each specific criticism deserves to be carefully examined and this the Government has
done, finding merit in most of them but not in all. A particular source of confusion has
been the suggestion that the Bill makes novel and unacceptable changes with respect to the
burden of proving elements of the offences. This is an unjustified criticism, possibly based
on ignorance of the law in Australia. Under the BiU, as under the law relating to simUar
sexual offences in all Australian jurisdictions, it is for the prosecution to prove beyond
reasonable doubt the elements of the offence, but a defence is allowed as to the accused's
belief (reasonable beUef in some jurisdictions) which is a matter for the accused to
establish on the balance of probabilities. Far from this being a novel approach, it is totaUy
consistent with the existing law in Australia.

Recommendation 1

The Committee recommends that the Attorney-General and the Minister for Justice
consult with other members of the Standing Committee of Attorneys-General, with a
view to encouraging the States to reflect the issues raised in this report in
supplementary and complementary state legislation.

Response

The process of consulting with jurisdictions is already underway As agreed at the last
meeting of the Standing Committee of Attorneys-General, the Bill, when fmaUsed, will be
referred to the Special Committee of Parliamentary Counsel as a model for any
complementary State legislation. In view of the time Involved in enacting_newle^lation
on a uniform basis throughout Australia, there was no question that, if such legislation was
to be enacted within a reasonable time, the best course was for the Commonwealth to take
the lead in legislating and to save expressly the operation of subsequent supplementary and
complementary State legislation, if enacted.
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Recommendation 2

The Committee recommends that the Bill uphold the legal protections afforded to
accused persons which are at the heart of our criminal justice system.

Response

The Government accepts this recommendadoiL

Recommendation 3

The Committee recommends that the Government ensure that traditional standards of
justice be given priority whenever video links are used in conducting a case under the
legislation.

Response

The Government accepts the thrust of the Committee's recommendations 24 25 and 26 but
does not accept that its previous formulation violated traditional standards of justice.

Recommendation 4

The Committee recommends that the Government ensure adequate and effective
consultation in the preparation of legislation. Such consultation should extend to
practitioners experienced in both prosecution and defence, as well as to lawyers'
organisations such as the bar associations and the Law Council and to non-legal
organisations such as civil liberties groups.

Response

The Government is prepared to look the issue of wider consultation in the preparation of
legislation.

It notes, however, that the BiU arose out of an midative in the Standing Committee of
Attorney s-Generai. A Commonwealth position paper was developed outlinmg the
proposed legislation which was circulated to aU jurisdictions m November 1993. A draft
Bill was also circulated to jurisdictions, via that Committee, well over a month prior to its
introduction in federal Parliament. It was envisaged that consultation would take place

- within jurisdictions in that period. As pointed out to the Committee and also noted m its
Report; normaUy whenever tee is fedend legislation m which State govenunents have an
interest, such as the Bill, State Attorneys-General would seek views within their
jurisdiction, including the views of defence practitioners.

Recommendation 5

The Committee recommends that, to avoid doubt, the inclusion of a definition of 'act
of indecency' in clause 50AA(l) should be considered.

Response

The Government is still considering this recommendation. As noted by the Committee,
there was no unanimous view among the submissions it received on this issue.
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It is noted that the case of Saraswatl v R (1991) 172 CLR 1, which was referred to the
Committee, is not relevant to this Bill. The High Court in that case was interpreting New
South Wales sexual offence provisions which have a different legislative scheme and
history. The reasoning of the Court in that case was based entirely on the existence of a
separate statutory offence of indecent assault. There is no analogy with the BiU or the
Crimes Act 1914 . The expression in the Crimes Act 1914 is to be interpreted in light of the
common law (see section 4). However, out of an abundance of caution, it is agreed that 'act
of indecency' will be defined to Include an indecent assault.

Recommendation 6

The Committee recommends that the definition of "resident" in clause 50AC be
given further consideration.

Response

During the drafting of the Bill, considerable thought was given to the possibility of
defining this term, which is Intended to apply to those persons who live in Australia with a
right to permanent stay rather than to a limited period of stay. As in other Commonwealth
legislation, the term was left undefined due to the problems posed by the nodon of
permanent residence under the Migration Act 1958 and the existence of a class of foreign
nationals (e.g.. New Zealanders and Cook Islanders) who are able to live in Australia
without a discretionary permit due to intergovernment agreements. It was considered that\

the scope of the term should be set by the courts which, in the past, have limited it to those
with some long tenn or reasonably permanent connection with Australia. Being contained
in a criminal statute, it was also considered that the expression would be construed
narrowly.

The Government does not consider that it can do more in the Bill itself to address the
Committee's concerns. However, it will consider meeting the Committee's concerns by the
issuing of an appropriate direction to the Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions
under the Director of Public Prosecutions Act 1983. This will ensure that prosecutions are
brought only in respect of citizens or long-term or permanent residents.

Recommendation 7

The Committee recommends that

(a) clauses 50BA, 50BC, 50BE and 50BG be deleted; and

(b) the age of the child be amended in clauses 50BB, 50BD, 50BF and 50BH to
read 'a person under 16'.

Response

The Government accepts this recommendation.

As noted by the Committee, the Department recognised that there was a potential difficulty
in the way the BiU dealt with age groups and agreed, priorto the commencement of the
Committee's hearings, to recommend amendment of the offence provisions,accordmgly.

^ ^thec-wareLtt-problemarisesm^nj>-ual^^srier
State legislation upon which the Bill's provisions are partly based, buUs insignificant
because of Australia's universal birth records which establish age precisely.
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Recommendation 8

The Committee recommends that the maximum penaldes should be retained for the
merged offences.

Response

The Government agrees to implement this measure as a consequence of the decision
referred to above.

Recommendation 9

The Committee recommends that a provision be inserted stating that m sentencing a
person convicted of an offence under this Part, the court must take the age and
maturity of the complainant into account.

Response
/

The Government accepts this recommendation.

Recommendation 10

The Committee recommends that <the offender' be deleted from clauses 50BE, 50BF,
50BG and 50BH and a neutral term substituted.

Response

The Government accepts this recommendation.

Recommendation 11

The Committee recommends that, in light of definitional problems with -submits', the
use of the term in subclauses 50BE(b) and 50BF(b) should be reconsidered.

Response

The Government has reconsidered this issue but has decided not to adopt this
recommendation which was not broadly supported in the submissions made to the
Conunittee.

It is considered that the mere witnessing of an act cannot be described as "submittmg" to it.
The ordinary meaning of the word 'submit' is -to yield in surrender, compUance or
obedience; to subjecfoneself to something^nposed or to be undergone-: see The _ ^
Macqwirie Dictionary, Revised Edition, 1985. As a matter ofcons.mlctlo.n'."sub"uttln§to
an act" in para. 50BF(b) is clearly intended to be the converse of "committing an act on
which is proscribed in para. 50BF(a).

Itisclearfro^the^guag^ofpropo^_secUoa?50BE^d50B^t;^b^^to" is to
include more than "bemg present at". It is conceivable that an indecent act might be
performed m such away Uiat the voluntary presence of a person mrelati^^^amounts to an act of "submission" to the indecent act, but that simadon would not

^^mnpd'esle?tea^^Sli^eo^"tpo"'^b^s3si^er^i^t.isATiS^i^si£go^n^'^^lI.e
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an indecent act cannot reasonably be argued to be "submission to" the act, the involuntary
witnessing of an act is even further removed from "submission".

0

Recommendation 12

The Committee recommends that 'intends to derive gratification' should be included
as an element of subsections 50BE(a), 50BE(b), 50BF(a) and 50BF(b).

Response

The Government accepts this recommendation.

Recommendation 13

The Committee recommends that consideration be given to inserting 'sexual' before
'gratification', where appearing.

Response

The Government has decided not to accept this recommendation

It is impossible to imagine a form of "gradficadon" that is not sexual where.theconcEuct
should not also be caught: for example, sadlstic (if different from sexual) gratification or
gratification from exercising power or causing humiliation.

Recommendation 14

The Committee recommends that consideration should be given to inserting a
provision so that persons under 18 years cannot be prosecuted under Part SIA, unless
the Attorney-General gives his or her consent in writing.

Response

The Govenunent will implement this suggestion by issuing an appropriate direction toi the
Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions under the Director of Public Prosecutions
Act 1983,

Recommendation 15

The Committee recommends that the belief as to consent should be removed as an
element of the defences in clauses 50CA and 50CB.

Response

After much consideration, the Government reluctantly agrees_to_remove the element of
consent as an element of the defences in clauses 50CA and 50CB.

The consent requirement was included out of a concern to protect persons under^ the age of
16 (froin conduct by Australians) where the perpetrator of the conductelte_doesn^t
K^^. -^^oflfio^snotbeUe^pe^^on^ . ^

J conduct - fceepmginmmdthlat for a ^°^vl^tlon k m^s^^r^^t^^^e^l^I^is 15 oryounger. It was considered that the lack of a consent requirement
individual to escape Uabllity merely because he or she beUeyed ^
HTCS^y£''o7tiiertotha7th'e evidence disclosed that the chUd had been raped or, for
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example, was forced to commit indecent acts. Further, the lack of a consent requirement in
proposed section 50CB was seen as being out of step with recent Australian refomis
relating to rape in marriage. In the absence of an alternativeoffencerelatmSto
non-consensual sexual acts with children overseas, extradition proceedings would then be
the only option (and then only if the other Stats was interested In pursuing the matter).
This was not a novel requirement. Consent is a requirement of the "reasonable mistake"
defence available in respect of similar offences under some State laws where the elements
of the defence are consent and mistaken belief in age and reasonableness of the belief.

Notwithstanding the requirement of consent, the focus of the Bill remained sexual activity
involvmgchUdren under the age of 16. It still had to be still proven beyond areasonable
doubt thMthe defendant comnutted the proscribed act with. the child who was under 16
yem-s at Ae time. If there was a reasonable doubt that the child was under the age of 16 at
the time the act occurred, the Jury must acquit, irrespective of whether the defendant has
made out the defence or has attempted to make it out.

This was an extremely difficult decision for the Government However, it has decided to
give weight to the concerns expressed by the Committee and remove co[lsentas an_eiement
Sf'thedefences:It intends to monitor any future cases where defendants are acqmtted in
respect of non-consensual sexual acts in relation to children, with a view to possible
amendment.

Recommendation 16

The Committee recommends that the defence based on belief about age should be
retained for the merged offences.

Response

The Government accepts this recommendation.

Recommendation 17

If the merger approach is not accepted, the Committee recommends that the defence
based on beliefabout age should be available for all offences, includmg those
offences were the child is under 12 years.

Response.».

In view of the above, this recommendation is now irrelevant.

Recommendation 18

(a) The Committee recommends that the current clause 50CC should be deleted.

(b) The Committee's view is that the onus of proof m relation to the defence based
on belief about age should not be reversed.

(c) The Committee recognises that the onus of proof in relation to the defence
based on valid and genuine marriage should be reversed and the accused should
be required to prove this defence on the balance of probabilities *
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Response

The Government will not accept subclauses (a) and (b) ofthisrecommen^iatlon^Itlsflmlly
ofthe view that proposed section 50CC should be retained in its present form. It accepts
subclause (c).

^^^ji^^^e^^^U^se^^in^a^Mi^pi^U^i^^rtral^,^^fe example X^
authSrides'cited therein. It reflects existing law in all State and Territory jurisdictions. As
die President of the Australian Law Reform Commission pointed out to the Committee, it
i~scons7dered to be the standard approach to require the defence to estabUsh belief in age
on'the'baianceof probabilities (a point also made by the Law Faculty of the University of
New'SouthWale^andby the Attomey-GeneraJt of South Australia in their submissions to
the Committee). The Senate Standing'Committee on the Scmtmy ofBms also had no
difficulty with the proposed section.

Also, unlike its counterparts in some State legislation, proposed section 50CA^uiTendy
only requires aAJSSflse belief to be provenon ,the balance of probabiUde^Itwou^be
extremely difficukjforthe prosecution to negate beyond areasonable doubt an assertion ^
wha^lsinthe'mind'of'the" accused at the time of the aUeged offence when what may be
asserted need not be reasonable or rational and when intoxication can be used to assist a
defence of mistaken beUef. As Justice Elizabeth Evatt noted knpwled^ of age - a matter
pecu'lTarly'wTthIn~thetaiowledge'ofthe-accused - is not an element of the offences which
must be proved by the prosecution beyond reasonable doubt.
Recommendation 19

The Committee recommends that the notes on clause 50CD m theEXPlarl,at%
Memomndum should be'amended to include a reference to the defendant's beUef as
to the child's age.

Response

The Government accepts this recommendation.

Recommendation 20

The Committee recommends that clauses 50CE and 50CF should be deleted<

Response

This recommendation is accepted. It follows from Recommendation 15 <

Recommendation 21

The Committee recommends that no prosecution should proceed in Australia if the
actions are not criminal in the laws of the foreign country.

Response

This recommendation is rejected.

This recommendation would undermine the purposes of theBiP^AS^tfdlnA^
Department's submission to the Committee, the policies behind the Bill require the
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Commonwealth to act to eradicate the phenomenon of child sex tourism; that is, the
resorting to other countries for child-sex because of the perceived ready availably in some
other coundes. This must be done notwithstanding the legality or otherwise of the
proscribed conduct in the countries concerned. In this regard the dissenting opmionofthe
Committee's Deputy Chairman, Mr CadmanMP, is noted. A defence of legality would
merely encourage paedophiles to avoid the Bill by^targetmg those countries whose [^s
against chUd sexual abuse may be inadequate or who lack the resources to combat it.They
would be liable to prosecution neither in the country concerned nor m their homecountry-
Moreover7theConvendon on the Rights of the Child represents an intemadonaUy agreed
standard for the treatment of children and places an onus on signatories to encourage other
S^ateTto review th'eir'relevantlaws in light of that standard. Furthermore, in part as a result
ofpressure created by this kind of measure refouns can be exacted in the course of tune
to be undertaken by those countnes in which the exploiU^bring theu-'fawsinto line with international standards. ThaUand, for example^ expected to

&

mtrSlucekgisiadon which will, among other things, expressly make it an offence to have
sex with a child prostitute.

Further, a defence that a proscribed act is not cmninal indie laws of the foreign countty
wilfnecessanly lead to a need to call expert evidence and to a real contest as to what the
requirements of the foreign law are, including the content of Ae backgroyn_dlaw,_such a^s
queiti^ofn»nsrea;T£..ouki.ap^^a^^^Co^^st^^^
Seed to' avoid any potential confusion' for juries and on simplifying the issues in any tdal
under the legislation.

Recommendation 22

The Committee recommends that consideration should be given to ensuring that the
term benefiting' is not limited to obtaining a financial benefit in clause 50DA.

Response

The Government accepts this recommendation.In order to avoid any'^oui3t' tJle
GovemmenTproposesto" insert Aewords 'whether financially or otherwise' after the term
'benefiting' in proposed section 50DA.

Recommendation 23

The Committee recommends that the maximum penalties in Division 4 should be
*

increased to seventeen years imprisonment.

Response

The Government accepts this recommendation.

Recommendation 24

The Committee recommends that clauses 50EA and 50EB be combined into one
provisiondetaaimg when the court may make a direction that evidence be taken by
video link.

Response

The Government accepts this recommendation.
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The proposed clauses were intended to overcome costs and difficulties for both the defence
and the prosecution in using foreign evidence. They were also intended to reduce the
trauma of the victim of appearing in court. However, the essential question for the court in
deciding whether to direct, a witness give evidence by video link remained whether it was
in the interest of justice that such a direction be made (proposed para. 50EA(d)). Proposed
subsection 50EB(2) also contained a discretion which was intended to ensure that the
evidence of foreign witnesses was put before the court in the most useful and convenient
form, wbj?ct to that infer?$t. It included a power_to revoke or suspend a direction to give
evidence by video link in the interests of justice The court also^has a.ge^ powei^and
responsibiUty to ensure that a trial Is conducted fairly and in accordance with procedural
req'uirements. In every ca?e, the judge would have been required to consider the issue of
any unfairness to the accused in making such an order.

Proposed subsection 50EB(2) was intended to reflect a clear intention that, m the absence
of c^npeUing reasons to the contrary, the defence and Ac prosecution shouM be_aUowed
to use^deoTink technology where the circumstances Usted in proposed paragraphs
50EB(l)(a),(b) and (c) are met.

Proposed paragraphs 5pEB(l)(a),(b) and (c) are not noyeLproPose^Pafa^[aPh50EB(l)(a}
is tased~o^-1denrical7rovisionm the CrimyJ^^ 5^7592 (Vic)^Th^n_actoent_of
such"a provision wa7 commended by the l992Nation^Cnme Authont^Confercnceor;
White Collar Cnme which was.attended by members of the judiciary, the prosecution and
thepnvate profession. "After examining the provision, a report by the Ausb-alianfasUtute of
JudfcialA'dmimstation also recommended the enactment of such a provision. Proposed
paragraphs 50EB(lXb).and (c) are based oa cdteria in State and Temto.y provisions
concerning the use of closed circuit television.

Recommendation 25

The Committee recommends that:

(a) the 'unreasonable expense and inconvenience' requirement be retained provided
the provision is not mandatory; and

(b) the 'interests of justice' formulation m current subclause 50EB(d)beu^edrather
than'thatin subcYause 50EB(2) because it places Ae onus of proof on Ae party
seeking to persuade the court that evidence should be taken by video link.

Response

The Government accepts this recommendation with a modification.

In the combined provision, it is proposedthattheonusbe tS,sa?J^,th^<io^,^^'^^ce
may be taken by video link consistenUy with the mterests of justice\^T^^^^
formulation is to place ^ onus on the pai^ seeking to have a video Ui^kuseO^t to avoid
aayimpUcation that the appifca^t must show an a^^fis^^specified^Aatit is in the interests of justice to depart from the traditional means of
receiving evidence,

Recommendation 26

The Committee recommends that the clause detailing when evidence may be taken
by video link provides that:
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d) all the requirements in 50EA(a), (b) and (c) must be met before a direction can
be made;

(ii) one of the requirements in clause 50EB(l)(a), (b) or (c) must be sadsfied; and

(iii) the court should be satisfied that it is in the interests of justice that the evidence
be taken by video link.

Response

The Government accepts this recommendation with a modification (see above).

Recommendation 27

The Committee recommends that consideration be given to amending the Mutual
Assistance in Criminal Matters Act 1987 and any other relevant Acts to enable
perjury and contempt laws and laws relating to conspmng to pervert the course of
justice to be enforced against witnesses who give evidence via video link in
proceedings under Part HIA.

Response

The Government accepts this recommendation. This aspect will be given consideration in a
current review of the Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Act 1987.

Recommendation 28

The Committee recommends that 'defendant' should be deleted from subclause
50EF(a) and substituted with the word 'witness".

Response

The Government accepts this recommendation. This is clearly a drafting error.

Recommendation 29

The Committee recommends that the Government give more detailed consideration
as to how expenses are to be dealt with, and in particular, to whether there is a need
for regulations in this area or for the Court to have rule-making powers.

Response

The Government accepts this recommendation.

The issue of costs will be addressed outside the proposed legislation itself. It is directed to
future conduct and there are no tune considerations that make it necessary to commit
special resources at the outset.

Concerns were expressed that there was a need to increase the resou]'ces oflaw
enforcement as a^onsequence of the legislation, It isrecognisedthatthepreparationofa
case mrespect of conduct outside Australia Is likely to be more expensive, as a gsneral
rule, than those in respect of conduct within Australia. The level of effort to be appUed is a
matter for separate decision. Austrian law enforcement is accustomed to exercising
investigative^ and prosecuting discretions based on cost and prospects-of-conviction
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considerations, among others, and there has been no suggestion that the policy in this
regard is inappropriate or has not been applied fairly and consistently in the public interest
There is no reason to assume that there will be a distortion in priorides. The means akeady
exists to monitor patterns of conduct that might call for closer attention and to conduct
some mvestlgations, without need to commit new resources.

Recommendation 30

The Committee recommends that proposed clauses 50EFB and 50FAC dealing with
the separate representation of child witnesses should not be included in the BUL

Response

The Government accepts this recommendation. [subject to negodadon with the
Democrats].

Recommendation 31

The Committee recommends that:

(a) clause 50FA be deleted; and

(b) it be replaced with modification 3.

Response

The Government accepts this recommendation.

RecommenfUition 32

The Committee recommends that the inclusion of a warning as to the difficulty in
determining the age from the appearance of the persons should be considered.

Response

The Government accepts this recommendation.

It will amend the provision to requu'e the judge to direct the jury that it must be satisfied
beyond reasonable doubt that the child is, or was at a particular time, under a certain age.

Recommendation 33

The Committee recommends that clause 50FC be deleted.

Response

The Government accepts this recommendation.

Recommendation 34

The Committee recommends that the possibility of deleting 'in respect of that
conduct' from clause 50FD and substituting 'for the same or a similar offence' should
be considered.
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Response

The Government has reconsidered this issue carefully as requested by the Committee but
has not altered its view.

The appropriate words are 'in respect of that conduct'. Experience in determining double
criminality for the purposes of extradition have shown that it is extremely difficult to
compare elements of offences as they may exist under foreign and Australian laws. The
relevant comparison must focus on the conduct and be directed to the question whether the

n has been the subject of the foreign proceedings which have dealt with the matter
.t *

on its merits.

Recommendation 35

Pursuant to recommendation I, the Committee recommends that clause 50GA be
reconsidered in light of the State and Temtory laws that will apply to this legislation.

Response

The Government will reconsider the operation of proposed section 50GA in light of the
State and Territory laws that may be enacted.

It notes, however, the proposed section is not intended to prevent the operation of section
109 of the Constitution in cases of direct inconsistency between the proposed new Part and
a State law. Nor could it do so as a matter of constitutional law. Rather it seeks to prevent
a court from concluding the proposed new Part 'covers the field' in the area of overseas
child sex offences. This is necessary to preserve complementary State and Territory
legislation at all.

Recommendation 36

The Committee recommends that the Government accept the generous offers made
by Mr James QC, Mr Sides QC and the New South Wales Bar Association.

Response

The Government has given Mr James QC and Mr Sides QC an opportunity to comment on
the amendments to be made to the Bill.

..

Recommendation 37

The Committee recommends that the Parliament pass the Crimes (Child Sex Tourism)
Bill 1994 as soon as the serious problems raised in this report are considered and
addressed.

Response

The Government seeks passage of the Bill, amended as outlined above, as soon as possible.
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